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a b s t r a c t 

This paper describes a method of reconstructing velocity fields, i.e. a numerical reconstruction procedure 

(NRP) that involves the numerical processing of experimentally measured temperature distributions in 

free convection heat transfer. The NRP consists in solving only the continuity and Navier–Stokes equations 

with an additional source term. This term is proportional to a known temperature (e.g. from a thermal 

imaging camera) and replaces the Fourier–Kirchhoff equation, which also means that the NRP does not 

require boundary conditions associated with the temperature to be formulated. 

In order to verify the NRP, the experimental results of two published cases were taken into consideration. 

In the first case, the temperature and velocity distributions were determined during free convection heat 

transfer in a closed cavity, i.e. in a vertical channel formed between differentially heated plates. Subse- 

quently, the velocity distributions obtained by the NRP were compared directly with the experimental 

results. However, in order to verify the correctness of this method for the entire field, not just for the 

individual locations, free convection heat transfer measurements in an open channel formed between 

two isothermal, equally heated plates were considered. A thermal imaging camera was used to detect 

the temperature field in air. In this case, verification of the NRP method required the results obtained in 

the form of a reconstructed velocity field to be compared with a field obtained using standard numerical 

calculations (SNC). 

Importantly, the NRP provides new opportunities for thermal imaging cameras equipped with a mesh 

for air temperature detection, for example, the visualisation of air velocity fields in free convective heat 

transfer. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The description of heat transfer by free convection, especially in 

he case of low temperatures of the heating surface, small temper- 

ture differences and gradients, and minimum heating powers, is 

 rather difficult research problem, not only theoretically, but also, 

r even mainly, experimentally. Accurate, simultaneous measure- 

ents of temperature and velocity, or the determination of heat 

uxes on their basis, are relatively difficult to perform owing to 
Abbreviations: CTM, camera temperature measurements; NRP, numerical recon- 

truction procedure; SNC, standard numerical calculation. 
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he very small but constantly changing temperatures (fluctuations) 

n moving convective streams. 

Such problems may be encountered when analysing the free 

onvection from any heating surface in a channel formed by two 

ertical walls, especially in more complex configurations and ge- 

metric variants, where access to the individual parts of the in- 

tallation may be very difficult. Unfortunately, one comes across 

uch cases quite often nowadays, for example, in heating tech- 

ology (radiators), construction and electronics, energy and many 

ther technical solutions. In this situation, there is increasing sup- 

ort for applying numerical modelling to some cases of convective 

eat transfer, especially the more difficult ones [7,15,31] . However, 

his often requires time-consuming work on each problem sepa- 

ately, and even then there is no absolute certainty whether such a 
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Nomenclature 

A width 

B channel thickness 

Co Courant number 

c p specific heat capacity 

f index number of planar surfaces S f around a control 

volume V P 
g , g gravity acceleration vector, magnitude of g 

H channel height 

k turbulence kinetic energy 

p, p k pressure, kinematic pressure 

P centroid of a finite volume V P 
Pr , Pr t Prandtl and turbulent Prandtl numbers 

r position vector 

Ra Rayleigh number 

S channel width 

S f planar surface 

S f surface normal vector pointing outward 

S u explicit momentum source 

t time 

T temperature 

u velocity vector field 

u x , u y velocity components 

| V P | control volume measure around a centroid P 

x , y , z Cartesian coordinates 

β coefficient of volumetric expansion 

μ dynamic viscosity 

ν kinematic viscosity 

νt eddy viscosity 

ρ density 

ω turbulence frequency (specific dissipation rate) 

umerically solved case actually reflects reality. In addition, there 

s no substitute for direct measurement, without which one can- 

ot verify either theoretical solutions or numerical calculations. In 

onvection studies, therefore, in parallel with the theoretical search 

or new solutions and new numerical computational procedures, 

xperimental methods for directly and indirectly measuring tem- 

erature and velocity are being developed. 

While focusing on natural convection in a vertical channel 

4,14,36] , the case we have selected to achieve the aim of this 

ork and to verify the solutions obtained in it, we realise that the 

roblem is not clearly defined [5] . Depending on the width of the 

hannel and the value of the Rayleigh number, different configu- 

ations of convective flow structures may occur in it, which also 

epend on the type of heating (symmetrical [6,19,41] or asymmet- 

ical [2,3,23,43] ), its surface temperature (constant or variable [37] , 

r with a constant heat flux [1] ), the presence or absence of side

alls etc. Heat transfer in closed channels (horizontal, vertical or 

blique) leads to the formation of Rayleigh–Bénard cells, which in 

pen channels, especially wider ones, are blurred by the lateral 

ow of the medium into the channel. 

In the context of this work, we must mention the new method 

f air temperature detection using thermovision [24,25] that we 

eveloped and used to study temperature fields in channels 

26,27] . The results reported in the latter two papers inspired us 

o explore the possibility of reconstructing the velocity field on 

he basis of the temperature field detected by means of a ther- 

al imaging camera. This includes situations when, for technical 

easons, the velocity cannot be measured directly. 

To date, experimental studies of free convection have concen- 

rated more on determining the temperature field, from which the 

radient method can be used to derive the heat flux on the heating 
2 
all. Velocity measurements have also been carried out, but here 

he focus is more on measuring the streamline, as this leads to 

 better understanding of the structure of convective flows. How- 

ver, knowledge of the velocity field in convective flow is equally 

mportant, for example, because of the possibility of determining 

he flow resistance, which is dependent on the velocity gradient 

n the wall (shear stress), the non-Newtonian liquids used in the 

esearch, and the use of pump power in forced convection. 

The above methods of detecting or modelling temperature 

elds are currently being used in conjunction with modern tech- 

iques for measuring velocity. The usual methods for detecting 

elocity fields are generally referred to as VBTP (Visualisation by 

racer Particles) and their combinations [22,33,39] , in particular 

IV (Particle Image Velocimetry) [12,16,18,38,40,42] and LDA (Laser 

oppler Anemometry), with which small velocity vectors can be 

easured precisely in both air [9,10,28] and water [1] . These two 

ethods have been combined, for example, in turbulence mea- 

urements in unsteady swirling [17] . One of the most interesting 

nd thoroughly documented works, combining velocity field anal- 

sis with temperature fields, will be found in Betts and Bokhari 

8] , which deals with turbulent natural convection in a tall, en- 

losed cavity. On the basis of the experimental data given in this 

aper and others in the form of temperature and velocity distri- 

utions, calculations were carried out using the numerical recon- 

truction procedure (NRP) and the correctness of the results ob- 

ained for two velocity components was verified. The method that 

e have developed, the subject of this paper, is an extension and 

ontinuation of the research described in Ryms et al. [34] , and fo- 

uses on the reconstruction of just one component of the velocity 

n free convective air flow around a double-sided heated vertical 

late. The method developed in this work is correct for Pr ≈ 1 . 0 , 

.e. for air. For other liquids Pr � = 1 . 0 , e.g. water, additional verifica-

ion of the NRP method is required. 

. Experimental data processed by the NRP into velocity fields 

.1. Characteristics of convection cases used for verification 

Two cases of convective heat transfer were selected to evaluate 

he correctness and accuracy of the proposed NRP based on the re- 

onstruction of a velocity field from a knowledge of the tempera- 

ure field. Both cases pertain to a vertical channel (gap) formed be- 

ween two flat isothermal heat-transfer surfaces. In the first case, 

ne of the surfaces is heated and the other is cooled, and the gap 

etween them from the top, bottom and sides is surrounded by 

diabatic surfaces [8] . This case was chosen by carrying out simul- 

aneous measurements of the temperature and velocity distribu- 

ion in the channel. As a result, the velocities reconstructed on the 

asis of the temperatures using the NRP can be compared with 

he actual velocities obtained for the same conditions. However, 

he authors of this work were aware of the fact that in Betts and 

okhari [8] the temperature and velocity fields were not given, 

nly their distributions at nine different channel heights. 

Therefore, for the experimental verification of the NRP, the pos- 

ibility of using the test results of another case of convective heat 

ransfer was also taken into account, i.e. in symmetrically heated 

ertical channels open on all sides [26,27] . The advantage of these 

esults is that the distribution of temperature fields is obtained 

n the cross-section of the entire channel, not just at certain lev- 

ls, whereas the disadvantage is that there are no velocity mea- 

urements. Although the results of the simultaneous measurement 

f temperature and velocity [1] were obtained for this case, they 

ould not be used in this work, because the walls of the channel 

ere not isothermal, only transmitting a constant heat flux; in ad- 

ition, water was the medium in these tests, not air. 
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Fig. 1. The view of (a) a channel formed by two isothermal symmetrically heated 

vertical plates with a mesh between them, (b) the image from a thermal imag- 

ing camera along with the visualisation of temperature fields inside the channel 

obtained for the case H = 500 mm, S = 85 mm, T w = 323 . 15 K, T ∞ = 299 . 15 K, 

�T = 24 K , Ra = 2 . 53 × 10 8 . 
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In this situation, it was decided to use the test results reported 

n Lewandowski et al. [26] and Lewandowski et al. [27] , and the 

elocities calculated using the NRP were verified with SNC, as in 

mine et al. [1] . 

.2. Temperatures in an asymmetrically heated, closed channel 

The first verification of the correctness of determining the ve- 

ocity fields using the NRP was given by the results of free con- 

ection tests in an enclosed space [8] in the form of temperature 

istributions in an asymmetrically heated vertical channel of di- 

ensions H = 2 . 18 m, B = 0 . 52 m and S = 0 . 076 m. Temperature

istributions were studied experimentally using a 75 μm-diameter 

ingle traversed K-type Chromel–Alumel thermocouple. The veloc- 

ty components u y and u x were measured using a single compo- 

ent LDA system with a 15 mW He-Ne laser in forward scatter 

ode with a dual Bragg shift and beam expander. As these meth- 

ds are well known, there is no need to describe them in greater 

etail. The results in Betts and Bokhari [8] were tested for two 

ases of heat transfer in air, in which the temperature of the cold, 

ater-thermostatted plate, was the same – T cold ≈ 287 K. The hot 

late temperatures, on the other hand, were different: T hot ≈ 307 K 

 �T = 19 . 6 K, Ra = 0 . 86 × 10 6 ) and T hot ≈ 327 K ( �T = 39 . 9 K,

a = 1 . 43 × 10 6 ). Only the first case was used to verify the cor-

ectness of the calculations carried out with the NRP. The mean 

emperature and velocity variations within the cavity were found 

o be closely two-dimensional. The experimental results given in 

etts and Bokhari [8] can be regarded as a benchmark for low tur- 

ulence Reynolds number flow. 

.3. Characteristics of the temperature field in a symmetrically 

eated open channel 

To verify the correctness of the NRP, the matrix of the results of 

emperature distribution taken from Lewandowski et al. [26] and 

ewandowski et al. [27] was used. Those papers examined free 

onvection in open vertical gaps of width of S = 0 . 045 , 0.085 and

.15 m, formed between two isothermal and parallel heating plates 

f dimensions H = 0 . 5 m and B = 0 . 25 m and heating surface tem-

eratures T w 

= 303 , 313, 323, 328, 333 and 343 K. The temperature

eld ( Fig. 1 ) obtained for half the range of tested gaps and tem-

eratures ( S = 0 . 085 m, T w 

= 323 K and T ∞ 

= 299 K) was selected

rom among the results given in those papers. 

The results, obtained with an unusual method – a thermal 

maging camera was used with a mesh as the air temperature de- 

ector – were considered reliable as this approach had been pre- 

iously tested on a vertical plate [24] and also proved successful 
3 
n determining heat losses in construction [25] . The test stand, in 

articular the heating plates used in it [35] , was also checked to 

nsure it was operating properly. 

. Numerical approach 

.1. Background 

The method first proposed in Ryms et al. [34] relies on conver- 

ion solely on the basis of the temperature field from a thermal 

maging camera to a two-dimensional velocity field. This is pos- 

ible because the Navier–Stokes, Fourier–Kirchhoff and continuity 

quations are coupled, so knowing the value of the temperature 

eld is synonymous with knowing that of the velocity field in free 

onvection problems. Moreover, this known temperature field in a 

uid is caused by a difference in density, which in turn generates 

 fluid velocity field as a result of buoyancy. Since the variables 

re coupled, the fluid velocity can be determined from the tem- 

erature field. According to Ryms et al. [34] , however, it has to be 

ssumed that u x ≈ 0 , which is true for the boundary layer assump- 

ion. This also means that the range of application is covered only 

n the region of developed flow on a vertical plate, i.e. in the re- 

ion where the boundary layer forms. Otherwise, the simplifying 

ondition u y � u x is not fulfilled and the inconsistency of the solu- 

ion obtained with the experiment data precludes its practical use. 

n view of the above limitations, we take a new approach to the 

econstruction of the velocity field, i.e. the Numerical Reconstruc- 

ion Procedure (NRP), in which the previous simplifications are not 

equired. 

.2. Numerical reconstruction procedure (NRP) 

The NRP makes it possible to use solely the temperature distri- 

ution from the thermal camera and hence obtain the velocity field 

y means of the numerical solution of the continuity equation 

 · u = 0 (1) 

ogether with a modified Navier–Stokes equation 

∂u 

∂t 
+ ∇ · ( uu ) = S u − ∇p k + ν∇ · ∇u (2) 

r Reynolds equation 

∂ ̄u 

∂t 
+ ∇ · ( ̄u ̄u ) = S̄ u − ∇ 

(
p̄ k + 

2 

3 
k 

)
+ ∇ ·

(
( ν + νt ) 

(∇ ̄u + ( ∇ ̄u ) 
T 
))

(3) 

here p k = pρ−1 
0 

− g · r is the modified kinematic pressure, g is 

he gravity acceleration vector and r is the position vector. The 

ddy viscosity νt is modelled according to a given turbulence 

odel, which in our case was identical to the SNC method ( k − ω
ST). The most important modification of the Navier–Stokes (2) or 

eynolds (3) equation is the additional term S u related to the 

ource of the momentum, which has the same form of an addi- 

ional term related to the Boussinesq approximation, namely 

 u = −β( T − T 0 ) g (4) 

here β is the coefficient of volumetric expansion and T 0 stands 

or the known reference temperature. In this way, the influence of 

emperature distribution T on the velocity field occurs through the 

omentum source term S u . It should be emphasised once again 

ere that in the NRP there is no need to take into consideration an 

dditional Fourier–Kirchhoff equation, nor do boundary conditions 

or temperature have to be specified. This is because we use tem- 

erature distributions from a thermal camera through the source 

f the momentum. 
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Fig. 2. SNC and NRP computational domains – dimensions and boundary conditions. 
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In order to implement the NRP, the existing software [32] was 

odified in such a way that the additional source term (4) was 

dded to the centroid P of each finite volume V P . For instance, the

odified Navier–Stokes Eq. (2) is discretised by means of the finite 

olume method [21,30] resulting in 

d u P 

d t 
| V P | + 

∑ 

f 

u f u f · S f = S u | V P | −
∑ 

f 

p k f S f + ν
∑ 

f 

( ∇u ) f · S f 

(5) 

he linearised momentum source term (4) is discretised fully ex- 

licitly, i.e. S u | V P | . This is possible because the momentum source

erm (4) does not depend on u . In the above equation, | V P | is the

ontrol volume measure around a centroid P , and f stands for the 

ndex number of planar surfaces S f around the control volume V P . 

The discretised convection terms are interpolated by means of 

ounded and limited linear interpolation with a blending coeffi- 

ient of 0.2. Furthermore, the discretised Laplacian terms involv- 

ng surface normal gradients make use of orthogonal schemes. 

he gradients involve Gaussian integration and linear interpola- 

ion. Finally, the fluxes are also based on linear interpolation. The 

iscretised governing equations can be solved using the SIMPLE 

11] algorithm. The pressure equation is solved by means of the 

eneralised geometric-algebraic multi-grid (GAMG) solver with the 

iagonal-based incomplete Cholesky (DIC) smoother, while smooth 

olvers with a Gauss–Seidel smoother are used for the velocity 

omponents. Finally, the under-relaxation factors are 0.3, 0.7 and 

.5 for the pressure, velocity and turbulent quantities respectively, 

f applicable, and the constant values of parameters adopted for 

he calculations are β = 0 . 003 K 

−1 and ν = 1 . 627 × 10 −5 m 

2 s −1 . 

.2.1. Equally heated channel 

The size of the computational mesh corresponds with the chan- 

el between the heated plates as well as the camera resolution 

 320 × 240 ) and is 27 × 149 . The computational domain dimen- 

ions are shown in Fig. 2 (a). No-slip conditions are specified on 

he left and right heated walls of the channel accompanied by a 
4 
ero-gradient condition for pressure. The so-called inlet/outlet (I/O) 

oundary conditions are specified on the upper and lower bound- 

ries of the domain. This means that mixed-type velocity boundary 

onditions are applied, i.e. for the inflow the velocity is obtained 

rom the face normal component of the internal-cell value and for 

he outflow a zero-gradient condition is applied. Furthermore, the 

odified pressure p k is calculated by a specification of the total 

ressure. Finally, the reference temperature is T 0 = 299 . 15 K. The 

esults and comparisons are discussed in Section 3.4 . 

.2.2. Differentially heated channel 

The temperature-related boundary conditions are shown in 

ig. 2 (b). The velocities on the walls correspond to the no-slip 

ondition. Also, the pressure gradient is calculated such that the 

ux on the boundary follows the velocity boundary condition. A 

0 × 100 computational mesh was adopted such that the smallest 

ossible mesh gives good agreement with the experimental data 

8] according to the SNC method, discussed further in Section 3.3 . 

fterwards, the velocity distribution was reconstructed solely from 

he temperature distribution, which consisted in solving the con- 

inuity equation, the modified Reynolds equation as well as the k 

nd ω transport equations without the Fourier–Kirchhoff equation. 

he reference temperature is T 0 = 293 . 15 K. Results and compar- 

sons are provided in Section 3.4 . 

It is important to note that such a system of equations with 

hese boundary conditions but without modifying the Reynolds 

r Navier–Stokes equation would result in a trivial solution, i.e. 

 zero-velocity field, as the system of equations to be solved de- 

cribes incompressible flow without buoyancy. Only on the basis of 

he modified Reynolds (Navier–Stokes) equation containing an ad- 

itional temperature-dependent term (known by default from the 

hermal imaging camera) could the velocity field be reconstructed. 

.3. Standard numerical calculations (SNC) of the experiments 

In order to compare the velocity field obtained using the NRP, 

tandard numerical calculations (SNC) of the experiments were 
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Fig. 3. Equally heated channel – SNC temporal convergence, y/H = 0 . 9 . 
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Fig. 4. Equally heated channel velocity components: SNC vs. NRP. 
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arried out in the domains with the dimensions shown in Fig. 2 (c) 

nd (b). An additional benefit of the SNC is that the temperature 

istributions could also be compared. Moreover, since the experi- 

ental data [8] were measured only at certain locations and the 

RP required the distribution of temperatures in the centroid of 

ach finite volume, the temperature distribution was determined 

sing SNC. The resulting temperature distribution thus replaces the 

istribution known from the thermal imaging camera. 

The most general set of governing equations was considered, 

.e. the turbulent compressible flow, which does not take the 

oussinesq approximation into account. This permits an additional 

valuation of the proposed NRP of determining velocity fields 

ased solely on temperature fields. Turbulence modelling involves 

 Reynolds Averaged Simulation with turbulence closure based on 

inear eddy viscosity supplemented with the two-equation k − ω
ST [29] model. The choice of the turbulence model itself depends 

n the phenomenon and is preceded by some tests. In our case, the 

 − ω SST two-equation model gave very good compliance with 

he experimental data [8] . 

Finally, the constant values of other parameters adopted for 

oth calculations are c p = 1004 J kg 
−1 

K 

−1 , Pr = 0 . 705 and μ =
 . 831 × 10 −5 kg m 

−1 s −1 . The turbulent quantities are set according 

o the low turbulence intensity and the turbulent Prandtl number 

s Pr t = 0 . 85 . The Pr t number is an empirical quantity and takes

 constant value. There is a general consensus that Pr t is of the 

rder of 1. Generally, the values are in the range of 0.7–0.9 (e.g. 

13] ) with an average value 0.85, which works well in most cases. 

 scalable wall function is also applied to ensure stability. 

.3.1. Equally heated channel 

The computational domain dimensions and boundary condi- 

ions are shown in Fig. 2 (c). The no-slip conditions are specified 

n the bottom wall as well as on the heated walls together with 

he pressure gradient calculated such that the flux on the bound- 

ry follows the velocity boundary condition. The left, right and top 

alls are regarded as inlet/outlet (I/O) boundaries. Moreover, the 

ize of the two-dimensional and Cartesian mesh adopted for the 

alculations was carefully chosen and consisted of 149 280 vol- 

mes. The maximum y + values are lower than those for the plate 

alls. 

The transient system of governing equations is solved by means 

f the PISO algorithm [20] , and the pressure equation is solved 

sing the GAMG solver with the DIC Gauss–Seidel smoother. Pre- 

onditioned bi-conjugate gradient solvers using diagonal-based in- 

omplete lower upper (DILU) preconditioners were utilised for the 

elocity fields, enthalpy and turbulent quantities. The total calcu- 

ation time was 20 s with a time step ensuring that the Courant 

umber Co < 1 . The temporal convergence is shown for different 

imes and y/H = 0 . 9 in Fig. 3 . From this figure it follows that from
5 
8 s onwards, the u y velocity component is stabilised, whereas the 

 x component stabilises much earlier. 

.3.2. Differentially heated channel 

The no-slip conditions are specified everywhere and the pres- 

ure gradient is calculated such that the flux on the bound- 

ry follows the velocity boundary condition. The top and bottom 

alls are considered to be adiabatic whereas a fixed temperature 

88.15 K is assumed on the left wall and 307.15 K on the right one.

he maximum y + values are less than five for the plate walls. 

The discretised governing equations are solved using the SIM- 

LE algorithm. The pressure equation is solved by means of the 

AMG solver with the combined DIC and Gauss–Seidel smoother 

n which DIC smoothing is followed by Gauss–Seidel. Stabilised 

reconditioned bi-conjugate gradient solvers with the simplified 

ILU preconditioner are utilised for the velocity components, en- 

halpy and turbulence quantities. The under-relaxation factors are 

.7 for pressure turbulence quantities k and ω, and 0.3 for velocity 

nd enthalpy. 

.4. Results 

The velocity components from the NRP and SNC method for an 

qually heated channel are compared in Fig. 5 : there is very good 

greement for both velocity components. There are small differ- 

nces for low y/H values due to inlet effects that coincide with 

he location of the I/O boundary conditions in the NRP. Moreover, 

ig. 4 shows a graphical comparison of the individual velocity com- 

onents. The influence of inlet effects is also visible, especially for 

he u x components. 
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Fig. 5. Equally heated channel velocity distributions. 
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Fig. 6. Equally heated channel temperature distributions. 
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Fig. 6 compares the temperature distributions for SNC and CTM 

xperimental data. The very good agreement of both methods in- 

icates that the experiment was reliably reproduced numerically, 

hich translates into a reliably solved velocity field. 

The velocity components from the NRP and SNC method for 

 differentially heated channel are compared in Fig. 7 . Again, the 

greement is very good. This time, convection takes place in a 

losed cavity, which means that the boundary conditions can be 

nambiguously defined as no-slip walls. Consequently, there is no 

roblem related to inlet effects. Again, one can see that the exper- 

ment was recreated correctly using the SNC method. This time, 

owever, the temperature distributions from the SNC method re- 

lace the thermal camera data, on the basis of which the velocity 

omponents can be reconstructed. Furthermore, the selected veloc- 

ty component measurements are also known from both the exper- 

ment and the SNC method. Importantly, the NRP and SNC method 

ield almost identical results, and both methods offer very good 

greement with the experimental data. 

. Summary and conclusions 

The novel method of reconstructing velocity fields (NRP) us- 

ng experimental temperature measurements, outlined in this pa- 

er, can be applied to a variety of free convective heat trans- 

er problems. Moreover, the NRP was positively verified directly 
6 
rom experimental results in a closed cavity with a differentially 

eated channel [8] and the results of standard numerical calcula- 

ions (SNC) carried out for similar conditions in the vertical open 

hannel in which experimental tests in the form of temperature 

elds are available [26,27] . However, the precondition for apply- 

ng the NRP is a knowledge of the temperature field or the abil- 

ty to measure it. Such cases occur, for example, in combustion 

hambers, heat exchangers, heat exchange in non-transparent me- 

ia, narrow channels and channels, etc. 

This new NRP method also creates new possibilities for ther- 

al imaging cameras which, in addition to existing applications 

uch as temperature measurements of surfaces and air, conduct- 

ng energy audits, monitoring heat losses through thermal bridges 

nd in medical diagnostics, will also be able (with appropriate soft- 

are) to visualise air velocity fields, e.g. in free convective bound- 

ry layers, channels and cavities that are discussed in this paper. 
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Fig. 7. Differentially heated channel: SNC vs. experiment [8] (left), SNC vs. NRP vs. experiment [8] (right). 
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he types of stationary flows that are suitable for reconstruction 

y NRP are in the range that can be recorded with a measuring 

esh. Other types of flows such as plumes and jets are strongly 

hree-dimensional and transient phenomena that are difficult to 

easure with a thermal camera and mesh. However, experimental 

nd numerical studies on extending the applicability of the NRP 

re still in progress. Recreating non-stationary velocity fields re- 

uires recording and processing temperature fields at each time 

tep. 

The accuracy of the method depends on the resolution of the 

amera, as it corresponds directly with that of the computational 

esh in the NRP. This is because the momentum source pro- 

ortional to the temperature is added in the centroid of each 

nite volume. This also means that local temperature measure- 

ents cannot be used directly in the NRP unless these are in- 

erpolated/extrapolated on to the entire flow domain, i.e. on all 

entroids of the computational mesh. Moreover, since the ther- 

al imaging camera with a temperature measurement accuracy of 
s

7 
0 . 1 K was used for recording the temperature field, we do not 

xpect significant effect of uncertainty of these measurements on 

he accuracy of the NRP unless the measured temperature differ- 

nces are lower than 1 K. 
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